
Phonetics                                                                                          2º Bachillerato 

PHONETICS- Revision May 

A) Write the following words in the correct column. 
 

Cleans ,misses,  puts ,  looks, washes,  plays,  feels, meets,  studies,  drinks, comes , stops,  brings, 
writes , wins , loves,  likes , finishes, matches, relaxes, goes, decides , makes, paints,  buys. 
 

            /s/          /z/           /ˆz/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
B) Write the following words in the correct column. 

 
Kissed , cooked, copied , fished ,  wanted , doubted, waited ,  worked, ended ,  nodded, listened,   played, 
watched, repeated, washed, walked, painted,  investigated, robbed ,  phoned, studied ,  planned , arrived, 
considered. 
 

          /d/          /t/            /ˆd/ 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
C) Write the following words in the correct column. 

 
Bring,   they, think, drank, twentieth,    weather, there, other,  strong,  earth,  father,  singing,                
birthday,  that ,  pink, healthy, language , long ,  truth, theme, spring, these, English, thanks. 
 
             /˜/       /∂/             /†/ 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
D) Write the following words in the correct column. 

 
Church, finish, joke, Spanish, nature, shop,   she,  enjoy,  March,  danger, solution, celebration,   bridge, 
rigid,  cheese, future,  shelf,   passion,  shut,  matches, nation,  journey, message, magic. 
 
          /tß/            /dΩ/            /ß/ 
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E-Choose the correct sound for each –ed: / t /, / d /, / ˆd/. 

Liked ____       added ____      called  _____     studied ____       pointed ____        worked ____                    
married  _____    presented  ____ created ____     talked  ____        faxed___          depended ____ 
danced ____      enjoyed ____     dreamed  ____       finished ___            waited ____       dressed ____                     
wanted _____   cleaned _____    died _____       happened ____  lived  ____        planned ____ 
started ____    carried _____    painted ___            argued ___        closed _____     travelled ____             
arrived _____   learned _____ 
 

F- Choose the correct sound for                        1) each plural : / z/, ˆz/,/ s/. 
Pets ____             dogs ____          classes _____    boys _____      windows ____      pencils ___ 
 boxes ____        dreams _____        students _____          girls ____         dishes _____         books____                        
flowers ____       buses ____         babies ____           umbrellas ____         cameras ____   days _____ 
parks _____        animals  ____      watches _____     sisters ____     beds _____      cousins ____         
keys  _____         churches ____          skirts _____         ideas  ______      cups ____             cars _____                
cards ____        jobs _____            apples _____         trees ____            towns ____                 nights ___ 

2 ) each verb  / z/, ˆz/,/ s/. 

Works  ____    calls_____ explains____ finds____        cleans____    makes_____ says____ 
cries _____      copies _____      kisses_____ tells ____ stops____      paints _____     goes_____           
puts  ______  discovers____      plays _____  crashes____  changes____    relaxes____         catches___ 
 trains _____ brings_____ arranges___ 

 
G- Dipthongs (1): /ˆW/,/¨W/,/eˆ/,/aˆ/. 
Tonight, saint, tearful,  die,  why, child , wage, poor, trained, dear, shame, theatre, hear, fluency, nails, time,  
name, shave, wives, mine, career, life,  wild, lie, cake, appear, white,  tour, fear, ride, spy, nearly, might, surely, 
fierce, beard, table, like, tight, played, idea, wait, really, reply,  plane, audience, clear, title, truer, sale, railway, 
tie,  afraid, weight, dive, writing, day, take, plate, wide, light.  
 

       /ˆW/    /¨W/       /eˆ/      /aˆ/ 
 
 
               
 
 
 
 

                          
   
 

 
H- Dipthongs (2): /W¨/,/øˆ/,/a¨/,/eW/. 
Stone, joyful, town, house, pear, rode, boy, there, open, goal, poison, hairy,  trousers, where, choice, air, sound, 
repair, now ,coast, joined, no, round, share, howl, employ, fair, crowd, bones, south, dared, poignant, told, know, 
coins, outside, cold, oil, about, how, rare, code,  rope, pair, boiling, woke, countless, drown, cow, coast, bear, 
point, those, toast, voice, however, declared. 
 

        /W¨/       /øˆ/       /a¨/         /eW/ 
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Solutions: PHONETICS- Revision May 

A- 
            /s/          /z/           /ˆz/ 
Puts, looks, meets, drinks, 
stops, writes, likes, makes, 
paints. 9 

Cleans, plays, feels, 
studies, comes, brings, 
wins, loves, goes,  decides, 
buys.11 

Misses, washes, finishes, 
matches, relaxes. 
5 

B-  
 
               /d/              /t/            /ˆd/ 
Copied, listened, played, 
robbed, phoned, studied, 
planned, arrived, considered.9 

 Kissed, cooked, fished, 
worked, watched, washed, 
walked.7 
 

Wanted, doubted, waited, 
ended, nodded, repeated, 
painted, investigated.8  

C- 
 
             /˜/            /∂/             /†/
Bring, think, drank, strong, 
singing, pink, language, long, 
spring, English, thanks.11 

They, weather, there, 
other, father, that, 
these.7 

Think, twentieth, earth, 
birthday, healthy, truth, theme, 
thanks.8 

D- 
 
          /tß/            /dΩ/            /ß/ 
Church, nature, march, 
cheese, future, matches.6 
 

Joke, enjoy, danger, bridge, 
rigid, journey, message, 
magic.8 

Finish, shop, she, solution, 
celebration, shelf, passion, 
shut, Spanish, nation.10 

 

E-Choose the correct sound for each –ed: / t /, / d /, / ˆd/. 

Liked  / t /         added / ˆd/        called  / d /      studied/ d /   pointed / ˆd/      worked /t /         

married / d /   presented/ ˆd/    created/ ˆd/           talked / t /            faxed / t /           depended / ˆd/   

danced   / t /     enjoyed   / d /    dreamed  / d /     finished / t /            waited/ ˆd/          dressed /t/                        

wanted / ˆd/     cleaned / d /    died/ d /        happened / d /  lived     / d /   planned / d / 

started/ ˆd/     carried / d /    painted / ˆd/         argued  / d /       closed / d /     travelled   / d /         

arrived / d /   learned / d / 
 
f- Choose the correct sound for                    

1) each plural: / z/,  / ˆz/ ,/ s/. 
 

Pets / s/            dogs/ z/           classes / ˆz/     boys / z/      windows/ z/      pencils / z/  

 boxes   / ˆz/ dreams/ z/          students  / s/       girls / z/          dishes / ˆz/    books  / s/             

flowers/ z/    buses  / ˆz/       babies/ z/         umbrellas / z/         cameras/ z/        days/ z/    

parks / s/       animals  / z/      watches / ˆz/    sisters  /z/            beds / z/          cousins   / z/       

keys  / z/        churches  / ˆz/     skirts/ s/          ideas  / z/         cups   / s/          cars / z/                

cards / z/       jobs / z/              apples/ z/            trees / z/          towns    / z/       nights/ s/   
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2 ) each verb  / z/, ˆz/,/ s/. 

Works / s/     calls/ z/    explains/ z/       finds/ z/        cleans / z/       makes/ s/ says/ z/        

cries/ z/         copies / z/          kisses / ˆz/  tells / z/  stops / s/      paints / s/      goes/ z/                  

puts / s/   discovers/ z/         plays/ z/      crashes / ˆz/   changes/ ˆz/      relaxes/ ˆz/   
catches/ ˆz/  trains / z/        brings/ z/       arranges/ ˆz/  
g-Dipthongs (1): /ˆW/,/¨W/,/eˆ/,/aˆ/. 
 
           /ˆW/    /¨W/             /eˆ/       /aˆ/ 
Tearful, dear, theatre, 
hear, career,  appear, 
idea, really, fear, 
nearly, fierce, beard, 
audience, clear.14 
 

Poor, 
fluency, 
surely, tour, 
Truer. 5 

Saint, wage, trained, 
shame, nails, name, shave, 
cake, table, played, wait, 
plane, sale, railway, afraid, 
weight, day, take, plate.19 
 

 Tonight,  die, why, child, 
time, wives, mine, life,  
wild, lie, white, ride, spy, 
might, like, tight,  idea,  
reply, title, tie, dive, 
writing, wide, light.24 
 

 
h-Dipthongs (2): /W¨/,/øˆ/,/a¨/,/eW/. 
 
       /W¨/    /øˆ/           /a¨/                 /eW/ 
stone, rode, open, 
goal, coast, no, 
bones, told, know, 
cold, code, rope, 
woke, coast, 
those, toast.16 
 

joyful, boy, poison, 
choice,  joined, 
employ,  poignant,  
coins, oil, boiling, 
point, voice.12 
 

town, house, 
trousers, sound, 
now, round, howl, 
crowd, south, 
outside, about, how, 
countless, drown, 
cow, however.16 
 

pear, there, hairy, air, 
where, repair, share,  
fair, dared, rare, pair, 
bear, declared.13 

 

 
 


